Leica Cyclone FIELD 360
Quick Plan
View. Check. Add.

BENEFITS
n An add-on to existing Cyclone FIELD 360 functionality and
licences, running on consumer-grade mobile devices powered
Quick Plan is an optional, purchased add-on that can be
accessed within the Leica Cyclone FIELD 360 mobiledevice app to enhance existing in-field 3D reality capture
workflows. It allows users to create rooms by swiping
along walls within the captured data to provide immediate
results from the field. Users can define doors and
windows, export a 3D model and share it with project
collaborators in the office - all from their tablet computer
or smartphone.
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by Android and iOS
n An in-field tool to quickly create floor plans and models based
on data captured with Cyclone FIELD 360
n Quickly create simple, complete room layouts in IFC or DXF
format that can be delivered directly to clients or brought into
CAD packages to refine
n Universal support for all Leica Geosystems terrestrial laser
scanners (BLK360, RTC360 and ScanStation P-Series)
n Simple, touch-friendly navigation makes it easy to create the
deliverable you need
n Perfect companion for all indoor modelling applications

Leica Cyclone FIELD 360 Quick Plan
Your modelling workflow, simplified
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With Quick Plan, users can immediately start to model
in the field while scanning to reach maximum
productivity. The data can be shared with office
colleagues for immediate QA/QC checks but is also
passed through the traditional office ecosystem. Quick
Plan is an integral part of the project as it travels
downstream. By investing in Quick Plan, users can be
more efficient in the field no matter if the project is to
create complex models or simple room layouts.
Quick Plan is an optional add-on for Cyclone FIELD 360
and can be used with all current generation Leica
Geosystems terrestrial laser scanners (BLK360, RTC360
and ScanStation P-Series). To gain access to Quick Plan
export functions, users can purchase a Quick Plan
subscription and add it to a Cyclone Cloud account with
an existing Cyclone FIELD 360 or Cyclone REGISTER
family licence.

Download from Google Play Store and Apple App Store.
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